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A New Approach to Structure
Sharing
Structure sharing means fulfilment of several functions or functional properties by
same physical structure, and is an important concept in product design. However
guidelines and methods for supporting structure sharing, especially on computers
currently available. The aim of this paper is to present a new, computational appro
for supporting structure sharing in design, that can automatically create, and offer
signers for evaluation, a variety of alternative solution principles as well as their po
tial, minimal, qualitative embodiments that can fulfil a given intended sensor function
These potential alternatives are structure-shared where possible.
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1 Introduction to the Problem
Structure sharing means fulfilment of several functions or fu

tional properties by the same physical structure. The concept
popularized in@1#, using the term ‘function sharing’ to describe
Structure sharing is an important concept in product design, an
often referred to using terms such as combination of functions@2#
or integrated structures@3#. These concepts have been used c
sciously or unconsciously in making products more innovat
and efficient. However, while the importance of these conce
has often been emphasised in literature, principles embod
these and approaches and methods for supporting these, espe
on computers, have rarely been investigated in any depth.

Structure sharing is one of the four categories of sharing@4#, the
other three beingfunction sharing~sharing of the same function
by several structures!, structural redundancy~providing the same
function by co-existing alternative structures!, andmulti-mode in-
tegration~the same structure providing different alternative fun
tions!. While structure sharing has the positive benefit of decre
ing the use of resources~e.g., size, volume, weight, overall cos
etc! in making a product, it can also have the negative impac
decreasing its changeability~e.g., ease of adjustability, disassem
bly, repair, and reuse of parts!. However, there are many area
such as aerospace applications, where minimum use of reso
is of prime concern, and structure sharing has widespread us

This paper presents a new approach for supporting struc
sharing in design that has been implemented into a software
automatically creating, and offering designers for evaluation
variety of alternative solution principles as well as potential, mi
mal, qualitative embodiments~termed here as conceptual stru
tures! of sensors that can fulfil a given intended sensor functi
ality. These potential alternatives are structure-shared wh
possible. For instance, given the functionality of sensing a fo
with a voltage, the software suggests a variety of alternative p
ciples including that of using a surface area to develop a st
from the force, a piezo-electric effect for developing charge fr
that stress, and a capacitance for developing a voltage from
charge. It then generates many alternative conceptual struc
for each of these principles, e.g., one that uses a piezo-cry
having anareaas well aspiezoanddielectricproperties to respec
tively activate force-stress, piezo-electric and capacitance effe
all within the same component.

The work reported is a subtask within a larger framework be
developed for supporting designers to explore the widest selec
of solution principles—a principal task in conceptual design—
subsequent embodiment into viable concept variants; need
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such a framework, especially for sensor design has been ar
lated in @5#. In three previous papers@6–8# we described the
framework which is intended to support alternative formulatio
of device functionality, generate and offer a wide range of alt
native solution principles to fulfil the intended functionality, an
help designers embody and envision these principles. A build
blocks approach to automated synthesis of solution principles
reported in@6#. This paper reports how these principles are au
matically transformed into potential, structure-shared concep
structures. The rest of the paper reviews related work, the
proach, its implementation and evaluation.

2 Previous Work
The broad context within which the present work is embedd

requires that the widest possible range of solution principles
generated to solve a design problem~we call this the synthesis o
solution principles!, and these principles are embodied to the e
tent necessary for their effects to be activated~we call these mini-
mal embodiments conceptual structures, and their generation
thesis of conceptual structures! with structure sharing where
possible. These conceptual structures can then be evaluated
various methods including identification of potential side effe
to which they are susceptible, see in@7#. This section is divided
into two sub-sections: one focusing on the synthesis of solu
principles and conceptual structures, and the other on struc
sharing of these.

2.1 Literature on Synthesis of Solution Principles. Sev-
eral researchers worked on synthesis of solution principles@1,9–
14#. Some worked on automated synthesis of a single solu
principle @12,13# or multiple, alternative principles@1,9#, while
others on synthesis support@10,11,14#. There are several ap
proaches to synthesis: design from first principles@15#, systematic
design using design catalogues@16#, using compositional synthe
sis @most of the above#, and using design grammars@17#. Few of
these aid development of any form of embodiment for these p
ciples, with the exception of@1,14#, which are similar in that they
both use bond graphs to represent solutions at the principle le
and replace bond graph chunks of a principle by component
the embodiment level. While@1# applies to single input outpu
systems only,@14# extends this further to multiple input outpu
systems. Our work is based on compositional synthesis, for de
oping both solution principles and conceptual structures. Thi
because compositional synthesis has a higher potential of ge
ating innovative designs, although with high potential risks~as
with innovative designs in general! and a more resource-intensiv
development process than the safer case based systems@18,19#.

2.2 Literature on Structure Sharing. Many researchers
have emphasised the importance of structure sharing. Some

di-
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tified the levels of product abstraction at which structure shar
takes place, e.g., in@20,21# that a component in a product ofte
embodies several ‘organ structures’. However, no method is
veloped to translate ‘organs’ into multi-organ component str
tures. Several researchers emphasised the importance of pr
properties as the link between organs and components, with@22#
giving some empirical underpinning to this idea.

An interesting insight in this connection is given in@13#, where
the claim is that for a principle, constituted as a chain of phys
effects, the potential number of distinct potential combinations
‘schematics’~that embody each effect! with or without ‘functional
overlappings’ is 2(n21), wheren is the total number of physica
effects used in the principle. This provides insight into where~i.e.,
among which effects! structure sharing could take place. How
ever, the possible number of schematic combinations~i.e., concep-
tual structures in our case! is actually much larger, and depends o
which properties and constraints must be present for activatio
an effect, and to what extent the chosen schematics~or conceptual
structures! are able to provide these. In other words, function
overlapping between two effects is not a binary issue~no or full
overlapping!, but rather a continuum issue, since the proper
necessary for activation of two effects may be shared by
schematics, completely provided by a single schematic, or th
required for each effect provided exclusively by one schem
each.

The main work available on computational structure sharing
@1# where an embodiment developed is further function-shared
deleting some of the components within the embodiment
checking to see if the additional properties of the rest of the co
ponents can still fulfil the functions of the deleted structures
this is possible, the component is definitely removed from
embodiment; otherwise it is reinserted. The program performs
test for all the components in an embodiment, and the outcom
an embodiment that possesses improved structure sharing.

There are three potential problems of using this approach
our project, which aims to develop, and offer designers for exp
ration a variety of alternative conceptual structures, structu
shared if possible, that are essential for a solution principle
work. The first is that the approach operates at a geometric l
while we need to operate at a more conceptual level. The se
is that it encourages structure sharing along the lines of adap
variation rather than generative variation@23#. This makes it dif-
ficult to generate a range of alternative embodiments and a
choice between resource-effectiveness and changeability@4#. The
third problem is the relative lack of computational efficiency a
effectiveness of its generate-delete-test-~reinstate! loop, which
would miss mutually dependent sharing options and need r
tively more resources to run. The proposed approach is inten
to alleviate these problems. For an analytical comparison
resource-efficiency of this approach with the approach propo
see Appendix 1.

3 Objectives and Research Method
There are three main objectives: for a given intended sen

function, first develop solution principles, then develop conc
tual structures for each solution principle, and then, enable st
ture sharing among components of the conceptual structure
possible.

The research method has five steps:~1! data collection and
analysis,~2! development of representation,~3! development of
reasoning procedure,~4! implementation, and,~5! testing and
evaluation. These are discussed in the following sections.

4 Data Collection and Analysis
Textual data on eleven cases~i.e., family of sensors! was col-

lected from several books and catalogues@e.g., @24–26## into a
single document for each case, which was then analyzed.
analysis consisted of identifying how each sensor works at
principle level~i.e., what effects are activated and how they fu
12 Õ Vol. 4, MARCH 2004
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the overall function! and at the embodiment level~i.e., what com-
ponents are essential and how they fulfil the overall function fo
given principle!. This revealed, among others, that some prec
ditions must always be satisfied for an effect to be activated.
preconditions are existence of external variables, as well as c
acteristics of the components or interfaces of, or constraints on
structure of the sensor. These structures are described onl
components having the attributes that they must possess in o
to be able to activate the effects in the solution principle th
represent, thus they are calledconceptual structures.

For instance, in order to work, a piezo-electric force sen
needs the force input on one of its surfaces. This input is c
verted into a stress by its surface area if the crystal is constra
against movement in the direction of the applied force. As a res
the crystal lattice is deformed, leading the piezo-crystal proper
to generate a charge inside the material because of Piezo-e
With two conductor plates placed on opposite surfaces of the c
tal, the material shows capacitance behavior due to its dielec
properties. A potential difference between the two plates is crea
due to Capacitance effect, which can be sensed by a voltmet
a measure of the applied force~see Fig. 1!.

5 Representation
Our goal is to generate solution principles to fulfil a given d

vice functionality, and conceptual structures~that provide the
components, interfaces and constraints essential for the effec
a solution principle to work!, to a given solution principle. There
fore, we need to represent device functionality, solution pr
ciples, and conceptual structures for a given solution princip
and identify how these are linked. Five constructs are develo
to represent these:variables, properties, constraints, effectsand
components.

A variable is a quantity, associated with the system, that c
vary as a result of activation of physical effects operating with
the system. Most variables are input or output of a physical eff
For instance, the input and output variables for a piezo-effect
respectively, stress and charge. Most variables are associated
energy, e.g., pressure, displacement, velocity, temperature, ch
current, etc., while some are properties of the system compon
that may undergo change due to a physical effect. For insta
resistance of a resistor is a variable in the context of its susce
bility to change with temperature, and is the output of t
temperature-resistance effect.Properties are the characteristics
that together specify the generic concept of a component. Acom-
ponentis an object that has a set of properties that can help a

Fig. 1 Conceptual structure of a piezo-electric sensor
Transactions of the ASME
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vate effects, e.g., a ferromagnetic bar is a component with
following properties: bar~prevalent dimension and cross-section
area!, ferromagnetic, solid, surface, electrical conductor and h
conductor.Constraintsare relationships that are assigned betwe
a component and other components, or between a componen
the reference frame. These relationships can be geometrical,
tial or among component properties. While properties are typ
of a component, and owned independently of the particular st
ture of which it is a part, constraints are attributes that a struct
expresses because the components it is made of are organise
particular arrangement or because of the relation between
structure and the larger framework within which it resides. Ea
effectis capable of transforming some inputs to some outputs
order to perform this transformation, an effect needs some
tributes~properties and constraints! to be present in the context in
which it operates. A productfunction is represented as a transfo
mation between input and output variables~e.g., a force input to
be measured by an output voltage for the above sensor!.

A sensor at thesolution principlelevel is represented as a com
bination of effects that are strung together using their input a
output variables. For instance, the piezo-electric sensor is re
sented as a chain of four effects as shown in Fig. 2. A sensor a
conceptual structurelevel is represented as a combination of com
ponents that are interfaced with adjacent components; some o
components may be constrained using appropriate constraints
instance, the above sensor has a conceptual structure with
components and a constraint: a piezo-crystal that is constra
against movement, conductor plates that are interfaced with
piezo-crystal, and cables that are interfaced with the condu
plates~Fig. 3!.

6 Reasoning
In order to enable automated synthesis of sensor solution p

ciples for a given intended function, and of alternative concept
structures for a given solution principle, two databases are
vised. One is a database of effects that links each effect with
input and output variables and the properties and constra
needed for the effect to be activated. For example, the force-st
effect has stress as output for force as input~variables!; this re-
quires a solid surface~property! constrained against movemen
~constraint!, see Fig. 4.

The second database links components with their properties
allowable variables. For instance, a piezo-crystal component
the properties of a solid with surfaces having dielectric, piez
crystal and low heat-conduction properties, and has the ability
conduct force, stress, strain, electrical charge and voltage, in
dition to being susceptible to stray magnetic and electrical fie
The existence of variables in the representation of intended fu
tions and effects allows solution principles, which are combin
tions of effects, to be generated to fulfil a given intended fun
tionality. The existence of properties in both the databases all
the effects in a given principle to be replaced by componen
enabling automated synthesis of conceptual structures for the
lution principle. The structure sharing algorithm has three ste

Fig. 3 Representation of a conceptual structure
of Computing and Information Science in Engineering
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synthesis of solution principles for a given intended function, s
thesis of initial conceptual structures for a given solution pr
ciple, and integration of a given initial conceptual structure into
structure shared one if possible.

Synthesis of solution principles~see @6# for detail! starts by
identifying a list of effects, from the effects-database, which ha
the same input variable as that of the intended function. For e
such effect, its output variable is identified, and checked aga
the output variable of the intended function. If the two match, t
effect can act as a solution principle for the problem. Otherw
the output of the effect identified is set as the input variable for
next iteration, and the above procedure repeated, which lea
stringing together of two effects. This is done until the number
effects strung together exceeds a number pre-specified by the
signer. The outcome is an exhaustive list of solution principl
each having the overall input/output as specified in the inten
function.

Synthesis of conceptual structuresof a given solution principle
is done by first identifying the list of properties and constrain
required for each effect in the solution principle, see Fig. 5. T
components database is then searched to find all possible co
nent alternatives that can satisfy each of these properties. E
combination of components, one for each property necess
forms an alternative initial conceptual structure~Fig. 6!.

An initial structure consists of a list of components, each
which satisfies only one of the properties required by the solu
principle. Integration of the an initial structureis done now by
identifying each component in the initial structure that is chos
more than once, consolidating the copies into a single compon
and propagating the constraints and interfaces accordingly.
instance, the initial conceptual structure in Fig. 6 shows tha
piezo-crystal is used to activate the force-stress effect by c
straining it against movement, another to activate piezo effect,
yet another, together with conductor plates, to activate capacita
effect. Also, the first crystal has to be adjacent to the second, w
the second is to be adjacent to the third while also being adja
to the conductor plates. Therefore, consolidation of the crysta
done by replacing these three crystals by one, and propaga
constraints and interfaces to ensure that it is constrained ag
movement and remains adjacent to the conductor plates~which
are adjacent to the cables!. The structure shared final structure
shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4 An effect linked to its I ÕO variables, and properties and
constraints necessary
MARCH 2004, Vol. 4 Õ 13
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Fig. 5 A solution principle „chain of ovals … linked to the properties and constraints necessary „boxes …
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7 Implementation
The approach is implemented into a computer program w

CommonLISP as the implementation language. The code is
rently suitable only for SISO~Single Input Single Output! sensor
chains of effects. However, a wide variety of sensors fall into t
category, which indicates the importance of supporting synth
of this class of sensors: being simple they are commonplace
constitute a majority of the sensors developed.

In implementation, an effect is represented as a list with the
following attributes:
Effect Name: Name of the effect~e.g., Peltier effect!
Input: Input for activating the effect~e.g., voltage!
Output: Output from the effect~e.g., heat!
Properties: Required properties~e.g., two metals in

contact at two points!
Constraints: Constraints on properties~e.g., the metals

must be dissimilar!

A component is represented as a list with the following
attributes:
Component Name: Name of the effect~e.g., Ferromagnetic bar!
Properties: Properties of the component~e.g., bar, solid,

surface, ferromagnetic . . . !

A solution principle is represented as a list with the following
attributes:
Input: Input to the principle~e.g., force!
Output: Output from the principle~e.g., voltage!
Effects: Ordered list of all effects with I/O,

properties and constraints. For instance,
the solution principle in Fig. 2 has the
following list of effects, I, O, properties
and constraints:~F/sigma F sigma~solid
surface! constrained! ~Piezo sigma charge
~piezo-crystal! nil! ~Capacitance charge
voltage~dielectric conductor-plates!
nil! ~Transport voltage voltage~cables! nil!.
4, MARCH 2004
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A conceptual structure is represented as a list with the
following attributes:
Components: Ordered list of components and constraints.

For instance, for the conceptual structure
in Fig. 3, the list contains these components
and constraints:~piezo-crystal constrained!
~conductor-plates nil! ~cables nil!.

Effects: Effects with components replacing
properties they satisfy. For instance, for the
above conceptual structure, this list contains
the following: ~F/sigma F sigma~piezo-
crystal piezo-crystal! constrained! ~Piezo sigma
charge~piezo-crystal! nil! ~Capacitance charge
voltage~piezo-crystal conductor-plates! nil!
~Transport voltage voltage~cables! nil!.

In order to generate solution principles for a given product fu
tion, and conceptual structures to a given solution principle,
software takes the following user inputs: the expected sensor i
and output, the maximum allowable number of effects in a so
tion principle, and the maximum allowable number of comp
nents in a conceptual structure.

The program first generates a list of all the possible solut
principles that can be constructed by composing effects avail
in the effects database. For any principle chosen among thes
then generates all its possible conceptual structures that ca
constructed by composing components available in the com
nents database. For a given solution principle, the proposed s
ture sharing approach creates possible conceptual struct
structure shared where possible, using the following steps:

1. Identify all properties required for activation of each effe
in the given principle. For instance, in the case of the solutio
principle in Fig. 2, the effects and corresponding properties n
essary are:~F/sigma~solid surface!! ~Piezo ~piezo-crystal!! ~Ca-
pacitance~dielectric conductor-plates!! ~Transport ~cables!!. If
Fig. 6 A solution principle linked to an initial conceptual structure „boxes in gray … and a constraint
Transactions of the ASME
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Table 1 Comparison of existing solution principles with those generated

case type I O
no. of
effects

no. of
SP

no. of SP
synthesised

no.~new!
/no.~exi!

Piezo-elec. force volt. 4 1 1 0/1
Seebeck tem-d. volt 2 1 1 0/1

Resistance temp. volt 3 1 2 1/1
Resistance pres. volt 3 1 1 0/1

Capacitance pres. volt 3 2 3 1/2
Strain Gauge strain volt 4 2 2 0/2
Thermistor strain volt 4 2 2 0/2

Potentiometer disp. volt 3 2 2 0/2
Magnetostrict. force volt 5 1 1 0/1
Capacitance disp. volt 2 1 1 0/1

Self-Inductance speed volt 3 1 2 1/1
Nozzle-Flapper disp. pres. 3 1 1 0/1

Pressure temp. disp. 3 1 1 0/1
Ammeter curr. volt 4 1 1 0/1
Pressure weight pres. 2 1 1 0/1
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there aree effects in a principle, and if each requires an average
p properties to be activated, a total ofp.e properties must be
present for the principle to be activated.

2. Identify all the components, from the components datab
that can provide each of the properties necessary. For instance,
for the capacitance effect in the above solution principle, the
tabase provides three component alternatives that have diele
property: dielectric-solid, dielectric-fluid and piezo-crystal. For
average ofc alternative components having each property, th
arep.e lists of c components each.

3. Concatenate a component each from the lists to gene
alternative conceptual structures. The number of possible alterna
tive conceptual structures iscp.e.

4. Reduce the number of components to minimum in e
structure alternative by deleting multiple occurrences of the sa
component to one in the structure. For instance, the component
in one possible conceptual structure, providing appropriate p
erties to embody the effects in the solution principle in Fig.
shown in bold in the list~~F/sigma F sigma~piezo-crystal piezo-
crystal! constrained! ~Piezo sigma charge~piezo-crystal! nil!
~Capacitance charge voltage~piezo-crystal conductor-plates!
nil! ~Transport voltage voltage~cables! nil!!, get reduced to only
three components: piezo-crystal, conductor-plates and cables
number of operations is of the order ofcp.e.

The estimated number of operations necessary for this appr
is given by: N(proposed)5p.e1p.e.c12.cp.e ~See Appendix 1
for more detail!.

This should create all possible alternative conceptual struct
with various degrees of structure sharing, including the optima
structure shared ones, and is more efficient than the existing
proach@1#, for which the estimated number of operations is giv
by: N(existing).p.e1p.e.c1@cpe$(2pe)0.5%0.5pe#, see Appen-
dix 1 for more detail for derivation of these equations, and co
parison of efficiency of the two approaches.

8 Testing and Evaluation
Data collected on 15 families of SISO sensors are used

evaluate the approach. These include the 11 cases of data obt
at the beginning of the project as well as 4 more cases colle
for the express purpose of evaluation. The effectiveness of
approach is evaluated by using the program to generate a li
solution principles for each of these cases followed by genera
of all the conceptual structures generated for each existing s
tion principle. These are then compared with the data collec
The objectives have been to see whether the set of solution
ciples and conceptual structures generated by the program~1! in-
cludes the solution principles and conceptual structures existin
the data, and~2! contains other, novel, realisable principles a
structures.
puting and Information Science in Engineering
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Table 1 shows the results of comparison between the exis
principles and those generated by the synthesis software for w
at least one conceptual structure exists. The column heading
as follows. The 1st column indicates the type of principles
volved in the existing cases considered, where each case cons
a family of sensors. The 2nd and 3rd columns respectively spe
the input and output required by the intended function of the s
sors, wheretem-d., pres., volt., curr., temp.and disp. mean tem-
perature difference, pressure, voltage, electric current, tempera
and displacement respectively. The 4th column specifies the n
ber of effects that the program was allowed to use to generate
solution principles in each case~abbreviated as SP!. Column five
gives the number of alternative solution principles that were id
tified from the existing data. Column six gives the number
solution principles synthesised by the program in each case.
umn seven~last column! gives the ratio of the number of prin
ciples proposed by the program that are novel to those propo
that already existed in the data analyzed.

Column seven shows whether the program can predict the
lution principles of the existing sensors, which it does in ea
case, and whether it creates any new, realisable~i.e., having at
atleast one conceptual structure! solution principle for the same
function, which it does in 6 out of 15 cases. Note that in so
cases the number of solution principles generated is different f
each other even though the input, output and the maximum n
ber of principles allowed in each case is exactly the same~e.g.,
rows 4 and 5 in Table I!. This is due to the fact that the maximum
number of components allowed in a conceptual structure in e
case is different from one another. Since the focus of genera
solution principles is primarily to see whether any alternatives
the existing conceptual structure can be created that would us
same or less number of components than the existing structu
the maximum number of components allowed in a case is take
be the one used in its existing sensor.

The results of the comparison between the existing concep
structures and those generated by the software are shown in T
2. The column headings are similar to those in Table 1, excep
column eight, which gives the ratio of how many structures s
thesised are structure shared to the total number of structures
thesised.

Column 7 shows whether the program can predict the conc
tual structures of the existing sensors, which it does in each c
as the number of existing structures~Column 5! is always the
same as the denominator in the ratio in Column 7. In 7 of the
cases, it generates other, alternative conceptual structures fo
sensors~shown by non-zero values of the numerator in the rati!.
Except for three cases where even the existing conceptual s
tures are not structure-shared, the program generates struc
shared structures in each case. This demonstrates the gene
and power of the approach in creating structure-shared des
MARCH 2004, Vol. 4 Õ 15
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Table 2 Comparison of existing conceptual structures with those generated

case type I O
no. of
comp.

no. of
CS

no. of CS
synthesised

no.~new!
/no.~exi!

no~SS!
/no~syn!

Piezo-elec. force volt. 3 1 1 0/1 1/1
Seebeck tem-d. volt 2 1 7 6/1 7/7

Resistance temp. volt 2 1 1 0/1 1/1
Resistance pres. volt 2 1 1 0/1 1/1

Capacitance pres. volt 3 1 1 0/1 0/1
Strain Gauge strain volt 3 1 1 0/1 1/1
Thermistor strain volt 3 1 1 0/1 1/1

Potentiometer disp. volt 3 1 1 0/1 1/1
Magnetostrict. force volt 3 1 1 0/1 1/1
Capacitance disp. volt 3 1 3 2/1 0/3

Self-Inductance speed volt 3 1 2 1/1 0/2
Nozzle-Flapper disp. pres. 3 1 4 3/1 4/4

Pressure temp. disp. 2 1 2 1/1 2/2
Ammeter curr. volt 5 1 16 15/1 4/16
Pressure weight pres. 2 1 2 1/1 0/2
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whenever possible. The number of conceptual structure alte
tives generated, however, are often few. However, as the num
of components allowed~Column 4! is taken as the minimum tha
would generate any conceptual structures at all~except in Case
14!, increasing this would generally increase the number of al
native conceptual structures, e.g., in Case 14, using the minim
allowable number of components of 4 would have given 4 alt
native conceptual structures.

There are a number of cases where the conceptual struc
alternatives generated by the program are quite interesting.
instance, in the Seebeck effect thermometer case, the existing
sign activates Seebeck effect using two dissimilar metals c
nected at two junctions, the change in temperature between w
sets up a voltage that is transported using cables. The conce
structure of this existing sensor is given in Fig. 7, where tw
dissimilar metals are connected together~using DIFFMETAL con-
straint! and are connected to cables for transport. A novel struct
alternative, generated by the program, uses the metal in the e
ing cable with another different metal to activate Seebeck eff
see Fig. 8. In another alternative, two cables having dissim
metals are used both to activate Seebeck effect and to transpo
voltage across, see Fig. 9. Both these alternatives should be b
structure shared that the existing structure. Take the Ammeter
as another example. Here, the existing design~Fig. 10! uses a bar
to transmit torque generated in a permanent magnet moving
static coil due to the input current, and a separate spring to p
vide the torsional resistance necessary. In contrast, an alterna
novel structure, suggested by the program~see Fig. 11! uses a
single bar to do both the transmission and the spring act
thereby reducing the number of components necessary. It is en

Fig. 7 An existing conceptual structure for the Seebeck effect
thermometer

Fig. 8 A new, computer generated alternative conceptual
structure for the Seebeck effect thermometer
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aged that if the component database is extended with compon
other than those used in the existing sensors only, the prog
should generate many other attractive structure alternatives, w
greater likelihood of some of these being better structure-sha
than the existing conceptual structures.

9 Discussion, Conclusions and Future Work
The approach presented is a crucial departure from the o

existing approach to computational structure sharing@1#. The ex-
isting approach starts with the intended functions of a produ
develops a principle as a combination of effects, and replaces
effect by elementary structures. It then deletes some of th
structures, and checks to see if the additional properties of the
of the structures can fulfil the functions of the deleted structur
In other words, the approach progresses throughfunctions to prin-
ciples to structures to properties, in order to achieve structure
sharing. In contrast, the proposed approach starts with the
tended functions, and synthesises solution principles as comb
tions of physical effects that satisfy these functions. It then id
tifies the properties essential for fulfilment of the effects in
principle, and from these creates possible conceptual struct
for the principle by combining elementary structures that have
required properties. Finally, it compares the elementary struct
in a conceptual structure to identify whether the same elemen
structure is used more than once in the conceptual structure
that case, all these elementary structures are replaced by jus
that would now satisfy all these functions. In other words, t
approach progresses fromfunction to principles to properties to
structures, property being the link between principles and stru
tures, as proposed in some earlier studies@2,22#.

Besides having the level of representation appropriate for
present task, there are three potential advantages of the app
proposed over the earlier approach. The first is, while the ea
approach encourages structure sharing of a given concept a
the lines of adaptive variation, the new approach encourages
more desirable generative generation of alternative structures
lowing choice between resource-effectiveness and changeab
The second advantage is its relative efficiency over the ea
approach. While the earlier approach may have to carry ou

Fig. 9 Another computer generated alternative conceptual
structure for the Seebeck effect thermometer
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Fig. 10 An existing conceptual structure for the Ammeter case
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inefficient iteration between deleting structures, checking abi
of other structures to fulfil the functions of the deleted structu
and making up for the deleted structures, the new approach al
all these to be done in a direct, non-iterative way. The third
vantage is that the proposed approach makes it easier to ide
potential side effects in a conceptual structure,@7,8#, since it con-
nects physical effects to elementary structures using prope
necessary.

The main conclusions are:

• Structure sharing is an important concept for effective use
resources, but little is currently available for supporting its u
during design. While structure sharing reduces use of resource
a product, it can decrease its changeability. It is one of four kin
of sharing that provides a variety of trade-offs between these
goals.

• A computational approach has been developed that achie
structure sharing following reasoning through functions, pr
ciples, properties and structures. The approach encourages d
opment of alternative concepts, is efficient in its directness,
allows easy detection of side effects. The approach has been t
using a range of sensor designs; existing as well as new con
tual structures for these sensors have been suggested by th
proach.

The approach works well for the small database of compone
and effects and for the kind and level of abstraction of the pr
lems for which it is developed. However, currently each comp
nent is described using a set of properties, and developmen
conceptual structures from solution principles is done by sim
replacing properties necessary in principles by components ha
these properties, on a one to one basis. This may require mo
cation by giving priority to properties that are unusual~e.g., di-
electric! over those that are commonplace~e.g., solid or surface!,
and by giving priority to components that can provide more th
one property. Further work involves supporting evaluation of co
ceptual structures, development of physical embodiments, and
tending the approach to other possible areas of application u
larger databases.
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Fig. 11 A new, computer generated alternative conceptual
structure for the Ammeter case
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Appendix 1: Comparison of Resource-Efficiency of
Structure Sharing Approaches

In this appendix, we delineate the steps involved in the t
structure sharing approaches, estimate number of computa
necessary for developing structure shared conceptual structur
each case, and compare these numbers for comparing the re
resource-efficiency of the two approaches.

For a given solution principle, the structure sharing approa
proposed in this paper creates possible conceptual struct
structure shared where possible, using the following steps:

1. Identify all properties required for activation of each effe
in the given principle: if there aree effects in a principle,
and if each requires an average ofp properties to be acti-
vated, a total ofp.eproperties must be present for the pri
ciple to be activated.

2. Identify all the components, from the components databa
that can provide each of the properties necessary: for
average ofc alternative components available for providin
each property, there will bep.e lists of c components each.

3. Concatenate a component each from the lists to gene
alternative conceptual structures: the number of possible
ternative conceptual structures iscp.e.

4. Reduce the number of components to minimum in ea
structure alternative by deleting multiple occurrences of
same component to one in the structure: the number of
erations is of the order ofcp.e.

Hence, the total number of operations necessary in this
proach is given by Eq.~1!:

N~proposed!5p.e1p.e.c12.cp.e (1)

This would create all possible alternative conceptual structu
with various degrees of structure sharing, including the optim
structure shared ones.

For a given solution principle, the structure sharing approach
Ulrich @1# creates a possible structure-shared structure in the
lowing way:

1. Identify all properties required for activation of each effe
in the given principle: if there aree effects in a principle,
and if each requires an average ofp properties to be acti-
vated, a total ofp.eproperties must be present for the pri
ciple to be activated.

2. Identify all the components, from the components databa
that can provide each of the properties necessary: for
average ofc alternative components available for providin
each property, there will bep.e lists of c components each.

3. Create a single conceptual structure by concatenating
component from each list of components: this is taken a
single concatenation operation.

4. Optimize this structure for maximum structure sharing: t
is done using the following steps:
a. Make a list of components that can be deleted: there

p.ecomponents.
b. Delete one of these components and find possible a
MARCH 2004, Vol. 4 Õ 17
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natives from the remaining components in the struct
which could provide the property that was provided
the component deleted: there are between (c21) and 0
options, since of thec components that could on an av
erage provide a property, one is deleted, and in the w
case none of the remaining components in the struc
could provide this property.

c. Choose one of these options as the component now
viding the property earlier provided by the deleted co
ponent, and list what components can now be deleted
would be between (pe21) and (pe22) since in the sce-
nario where the component deleted cannot be replace
another component, one has now (pe21) options, while
in the case where the component can be replaced, ne
of the component deleted nor its replacement can be
leted again, hence options remaining being (pe22).

d. Identify what alternative components can be used as
placements: again there are between (c21) and 0 op-
tions.

e. Carry on the process of deletion and replacement unti
deletion options are tried out for the list in step 4a.

This approach, however, does not guarantee creation of the
timal solution among all conceptual structures that can be cre
using a given set of components, but only within the struct
chosen in Step 3. In order to optimize this, step 4 has to be c
tinued several times, each time picking a separate concep
structure. The number of deletion and replacement steps requ
in the case where none of the components is replaceable, ipe,
while that in which all cases require a distinct replacemen
0.5pe ~since the number of components available for delet
after each deletion and replacement step reduces by twice
number of components available in the first case!. The number of
alternative structures produced in the first case is 1~since no re-
duction of components could be effected!. If it is possible to pro-
vide (c21) options in each step of replacement in the seco
case, the number of alternative structures possible is given bc
21)0.5pe. As the number of steps increases, the number of opt
available on an average decreases.

The number of operations in the first case, for trying to~inter-
nally! optimize a single conceptual structure is given by Eq.~2!:

N15pe (2)

Computationally, this is the best case since the number of opt
to arrive at the conclusions is minimal, as at each deletion ste
replacement options are available.

In the second case, the number of operations for trying to
ternally optimize a single conceptual structure is given by E
~3)–(5!:

N25pe.~c21!.~pe22!.~c21!~pe24!~c

21! . . . ~having 0.5pe terms! (3)

5$pe~pe22!~pe24! . . . 2%.~c21!0.5pe (4)

.@$~2pe!0.5%.~c21!#0.5pe (5)

This is since each multiplication of corresponding terms from
ther side of the series$pe(pe22)(pe24) . . . 2%, i.e., pe.2, (pe
22).4, etc% is not less than 2pe ~see proof in the paragraph be
low!, thereby average value of the a term in the series being
less than (2pe)0.5, and there being 0.5pe terms gives the value o
the first part of Eq.~4! as greater than$(2pe)0.5%0.5pe.

That$pe(pe22)(pe24) . . . 2% is greater than (2pe)0.5 can be
proved as follows:

As one goes from left to right in the series, the terms decre
by 2 from the previous term. In other words, the highest term
the series ispewhile the lowest term is 2. If corresponding term
from either side is multiplied to each other~e.g., pe.2, (pe
22).4, etc! the value of the products is such that their sum
18 Õ Vol. 4, MARCH 2004
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constant, and in this case equal to (pe12). We are interested in
finding the least value of the product of two corresponding ter
from either side in the series, because the value of any term in
series will be greater than the square root of that least value o
product.

As one progresses from outside to inside of the series, tak
products of terms from either end, the difference between
products get increasingly less. In other words the largest dif
ence in value of the corresponding terms is for the first and
last term in the series. Let any two corresponding terms in
series be described by variablesx and y, and their difference be
denoted by another variable d. Now, we can write down the
lowing relationships betweenx andy:

x1y5~pe12! (6)

x2y5d (7)

The values ofx, y andxy can be derived as:

x50.5~pe121d! (8)

y50.5~pe122d! (9)

xy50.25$~pe12!22d2% (10)

Since the value ofxy is minimum when the value ofudu is
maximum, minimum value of xy is when the difference in valu
between the two corresponding terms is maximum, and is gi
by 2pe.

Now, assuming that on an average the number of operat
will be between the above two extreme cases~i.e., N1 and N2!,
the average number of operations required for trying to optim
each conceptual structure is given by the following:

N~av !50.5@pe1$~2pe!0.5.~c21!%0.5pe# (11)

.0.5$~2pe!0.5.~c21!%0.5pe (12)

In one such optimization attempt, an average of 0.5$11(c
21)0.5pe% conceptual structures will be already considered. The
fore, the number of attempts necessary to guarantee finding
overall optimal structure-shared conceptual structure is given
Eq. ~13!:

n~max!.cpe/0.5~c21!0.5pe (13)

If in each case, the number of operations necessary is the a
age found in Eq.~12!, the total average number of operation
necessary before the overall optimum can be found is given
Eq. ~13)–(14!:

N~existing!.p.e1p.e.c1@cpe/0.5~c21!0.5pe#.@0.5$~2pe!0.5~c

21!%0.5pe# (14)

.p.e1p.e.c1@cpe$~2pe!0.5%0.5pe# (15)

Therefore, the ratio of number of operations in existing a
proposed approaches is given by Eq.~16!:

N~existing!/N~proposed!

.@p.e1p.e.c1cpe$~2pe!0.5%0.5pe#/@p.e1p.e.c12.cp.e#
(16)

The ratio of values of the last terms in the numerator and
nominator will govern the value of the ratio, which is given by E
~17)–(18!:

N~existing!/N~proposed!.@cpe$~2pe!0.5%0.5pe#/2.cp.e (17)

.0.5$~2pe!0.5%0.5pe (18)

As long as 0.5$(2pe)0.5%0.5pe is not less than 1, existing ap
proach on an average would require more operations than
proposed approach, and therefore less efficient computation
Transactions of the ASME
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This is true for any value of pe greater 2, which is the le
number of elements necessary for any structure sharing to
possible.
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